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of pivotal inventors playing his role in technical aspect of
mechanical heart valve creation.
Miles Lowell Edwards, who would be known as ‘‘Lowell’’
only was born on January 18, 1898 near Oregon City in a
family of Clarence J. Edwards. All the Edwards family was
interested in engineering: Clarence purchased an electricity
generator, powered it with a steam engine, and illuminated
the streets of Newberg for the first time. It was in 1904. In 1913
Clarence moved the family to Tillamook, where he found an
electric power generation plant and made it profitable. All
these technical activities deeply influenced young Miles on
his study growth. Edwards graduated technical school of
engineering in Corvallis and further was involved in General
Electric Research Laboratory in Schenectady, New York. In
1927, Edwards returned to Tillamook, Oregon. He became a
respected authority in issues of electrical matters, circuits,
hydraulics as well as pumps performance.
Startlingly Edwards well invested in pump industry, and
this action helped him to survive in a difficult times of the
Depression. At this time he was involved in the improvement
of wood pulp–paper and lumber mills. Edwards invented a
new type of a special centrifugal pump eliminating boiling
water bubbles with their destructive influence on the fluid
flow. In 1942 he solved successfully the problem, which was a
real nightmare of Boeing Aircraft Company engineers with
their new B-17 bomber. The aircrafts’ engines’ lost perfor-
mance during an ascent to over 20,000 feet due to fuel vaporThe Czech Society of Cardiology.
m.cz.pressure changes. Edwards invented a reliable centrifugal
aviation fuel pump, and by 1945 thousands of Edwards’s fuel
pumps were used in the majority of US military aircraft.
Some sources reported, that by 1947 Edwards began to think
about the heart. Hypothetically some type of pump could
replace the heart when it failed from disease. From some
recalls is derived that Edwards as s teenager was sick for one
year with rheumatic fever, however without any evident heart
impairment and without developing a murmur as well.
In 1958 the 60-year-old Edwards met a young 32-year-old
cardiac surgeon, Albert Starr. It needs to say at the time
cardiopulmonary bypass surgery was a risky procedure.
However it was essential to implement an open heart surgery
program at the University of Oregon. Edwards easily under-
stand the role of pumps and their valves in medicine. Within
some weeks, Edwards created the valve prototypes for Starr:
the first prototype had a circle frame of solid Teflon that held
two Silastic leaflets. In the dog model it functioned for several
hours before a clot formed and blocked the valve with a fatal
outcome. After several modifications Edwards and Starr
decided to change their design and chose an oscillating balls
inside a cage principle. In the first dog a ball-in-cage valve
prosthesis was inserted into the mitral position and the dog
survived well for months. The results of repeated animal
studies lead Herbert Griswold, the chief of cardiology at
University of Oregon Hospital to ask Starr to perform the first
valve replacement in human. It was in 1960, and Griswold
referred to Starr a young woman near death from severelyPublished by Elsevier Urban & Partner Sp.z.o.o. All rights reserved.
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fabricated mitral valve prosthesis in his workshop and Starr
performed the valve replacement. The patient’s post-operative
cardiac function was excellent, but she suddenly died some
11 h after surgery due to brain air embolism. This devastating
outcome disheartened but did not discourage Edwards and
Starr. Four weeks later Edwards and Starr won. Philip
Admundson was the first patient with successful mitral valve
replacement by artificial valve. That man had a spectacular
return to a normal life.In 1961 Lowell Edwards and his friend, Ray Astle, founded
Edwards Laboratory company in Santa Anna, California. They
rented a small building with two employees and began to
manufacture Starr–Edwards mitral valve prostheses. After
some modification of previously fabricated ball-in-cage
prosthesis Edwards and Starr reported in 1963 their clinical
experience with aortic valve replacement. In 1963, the
American Medical Association recognized Edwards for his
inventive genius brought about the development of artificial
heart valves.
Miles Lowel Edwards remained upon the end of his life
active with a great interest in other technical problems and
inventions. He generously supported science and research in
all of three main Portland universities (Oregon State Uni-
versity, Oregon Health and Science University, and George Fox
University). He died in 1982 at the age of 84 and is buried in
the town of his childhood, Newberg, Oregon.
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